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General Mathematics
Wrong Decision
"The bride price of dowry is highly regarded in many
cultures. However, it because a taboo for Okpoko
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when he couldn't complete the bride price for Ngozi. A
famous and rich Obiekwe would approach Ngozi's
parents for her hand in marriage. Who is the rightful
suitor for Ngozi? Will love always overcome the spirit
of money and fame? Read this intriguing drama to
find out Ngozi's fate; the consequences of the choice
she was forced to make." -- Page 4 of cover.

Handling Academic Failure
Weed Biology and Control
Ogadimma
The End of Desertification?
Fifteen years ago, Mama said, starting her story, I
came to Lagos from Ghana. I came to Nigeria because
I was considered an alien in that country. The
government of Ghana passed a law asking all aliens
without resident permits to regularise their stay in the
country'. This story of migration, identities and lives
undermined by cynical and xenophobic politics
pushed to its logical and terrible conclusion pertains
to the Ghanaian orders of `alien compliance' issued in
1970-1971, which determined to force all non-ethnic
Ghanaians, so called illegal immigrants, to return to
their - so stipulated - `home'. The novel thus touches
on concerns of deeper relevance to the politics of race
and migration of the twenty first century.
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JSS Civic Education
The Last Good Man
Tears of a Bride
Civic Education for Junior Secondary Schools is an
exceptional course in Civic Education for Junior
Secondary School Students. The course has been
written in full compliance with the Basic Education
curriculum provided by the Nigerian Educational
Research and Development Council, and should fully
equip the students for the Junior Secondary School
Examination. Every book in the course has been
written in simple language to make it easy for the JS
Students to understand. Each topic in every book has
been fully developed, with examples the students can
easily grasp and identify with. Very clear apt pictures
have also been used to illustrate the lessons in the
books. The authors are highly experienced teachers
and WAEC/NECO examiners, who have also authored
several highly successful Secondary School textbooks.

The Long Claws of Fate
Curriculum problems are everywhere: alert observers
with a practiced eye and educated mind will find it
almost impossible to read a newspaper without
discovering curricular issues. The media often report
about educational reforms or even about curriculum
wars with opposing parties fiercely debating the aims,
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content and organization of learning. Few people
analyze these trends and discussions from a curricular
conceptual framework. In addition, people sometimes
think that their curriculum approaches and problems
are unique and context-specific. However,
international experience shows us that we can learn a
lot from curriculum issues elsewhere. This book aims
to sharpen the eyes and minds of a broader audience
in identifying, understanding, addressing and
reflecting upon curriculum problems. It also aims to
contribute to the increased exchange, discussion and
reflection on all the current curriculum problems that
form such a crucial part of learning worldwide.

History of Education in Nigeria
"Books, Buildings, and Learning Outcomes examines
the impact of World Bank-supported educational
reforms introduced in Ghana since 1986 and related
investment projects in support of basic education. A
nation-wide survey of households, schools, and
teachers found that both the quantity and quality of
schooling has improved over the last fifteen years.
Enrolments in basic education have increased by over
10 percent compared to 15 years ago. And whereas
15 years ago nearly two-thirds of primary school
graduates were illiterate, less than one in twenty are
so today. These improvements in learning outcomes
are clearly and strongly linked to better welfare as
measured by higher income, better nutrition, and
reduced mortality. The gains in educational outputs
can be directly linked to better school quality,
manifested in improved infrastructure and greater
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availability of school supplies. Today it is the norm to
have one textbook per child for math and English:
rather than one per class as was common before the
advent of reforms. Increased school quality can in
turn be linked to the Bank?s support which has
financed the construction of 8,000 classroom blocks
and provided 35 million textbooks over the last 15
years. Moreover Bank support helped sustain initially
unpopular reforms, demonstrating the efficacy of
working in partnership with a government committed
to a well-defined sectoral strategy."

English Grammar in Use with Answers,
Thai Edition
A man has lived on his own beside a wild, unforgiving
coastline for many years. His companions are the
birds, the land and the sea. From a choice made long
ago, he keeps himself separate from the world of
people and he gains a fierce pleasure from his
environment. His solitude is broken by his discovery,
one early morning on the flat sands of low tide, of a
child washed up on the beach, but still alive. This is a
novel of redemption, the story of a man experiencing
the world as though for the first time.

This Time Tomorrow
With this book's easy-to-follow advice, tasks, and
strategies, teachers can grow a love of learning in
their students. When students believe that dedication
and hard work can change their performance in
school, they grow to become resilient, successful
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students. Inspired by the popular mindset idea that
hard work and effort can lead to success, Mindsets in
the Classroom provides educators with ideas for
building a growth mindset school culture, wherein
students are challenged to change their thinking
about their abilities and potential. With the book's
step-by-step guidance on adopting a differentiated,
responsive instruction model, teachers can
immediately use growth mindset culture in their
classrooms. It also highlights the importance of
critical thinking and teaching students to learn from
failure. Includes a sample professional development
plan and ideas for communicating the mindset
concept to parents.

Curriculum Landscapes and Trends
New General Mathematics
Mouse Paint
Books, Buildings, and Learning
Outcomes
Three white mice discover jars of red, blue, and
yellow paint and explore the world of color.

Ordinary Differential Equations
This textbook provides a comprehensive introduction
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to the qualitative theory of ordinary differential
equations. It includes a discussion of the existence
and uniqueness of solutions, phase portraits, linear
equations, stability theory, hyperbolicity and
equations in the plane. The emphasis is primarily on
results and methods that allow one to analyze
qualitative properties of the solutions without solving
the equations explicitly. The text includes numerous
examples that illustrate in detail the new concepts
and results as well as exercises at the end of each
chapter. The book is also intended to serve as a
bridge to important topics that are often left out of a
course on ordinary differential equations. In
particular, it provides brief introductions to bifurcation
theory, center manifolds, normal forms and
Hamiltonian systems.

The Music of Africa
This course covers the objectives of learning and
understanding science specified in the Sierra Leone
junior secondary science syllabus. There are three
pupil's books, each accompanied by a teacher's book,
which provides teaching notes on each of the topics
and answers to the excercises.

Experiments in Plant Hybridisation
Civic Education for Junior Secondary Schools is an
exceptional course in Civic Education for Junior
Secondary School Students.The course has been
written in full compliance with the Basic Education
curriculum provided by the Nigerian Educational
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Research and Development Council, and should fully
equip the students for the Junior Secondary School
Examination.Every book in the course has been
written in simple language to make it easy for the JS
Students to understand. Each topic in every book has
been fully developed, with examples the students can
easily grasp and identify with. Very clear apt pictures
have also been used to illustrate the lessons in the
books.The authors are highly experienced teachers
and WAEC/NECO examiners, who have also authored
several highly successful Secondary School textbooks.

My Five Senses
This book is a collection of chapters, concerning the
developments within the Weed Biology and Control
field of study. The book includes scholarly
contributions by various authors pertinent to
Agricultural and Biological Sciences. Each contribution
comes as a separate chapter complete in itself but
directly related to the book's topics and objectives.
The target audience comprises scholars and
specialists in the field.

Lonely Days
A New Africa
Motivation
This is an adaptation of Essential Grammar in Use for
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Thai elementary learners.

American Literature
A simple introduction to the five senses and how they
help us experience the world around us.

Sierra Leone Junior Secondary Integrated
Science
New School Chemistry
The papers in this collection present the numeral
systems of more than twenty Nigerian languages. The
papers mainly emanate from a workshop on the
numeral systems of Nigerian languages organised by
the Linguistic Association of Nigeria during its 23rd
Annual Conference which was held at the University
of Port Harcourt, Nigeria. The workshop arose from
awareness created by Dr. Eugene S.L. Chan on the
need for Nigerian linguists to document this severely
endangered but very important aspect of natural
languages. The quantum of mathematical
computations - addition, multiplication, subtraction, or
a combination of two or all of these - involved in the
numeral systems of Nigerian languages is
remarkable. The papers reveal that a variety of
numeral systems do exist, such as: binary, decimal,
incomplete decimal, duodecimal, quinary, quaternary,
ternary, mixed, body-part tally systems, and much
more. The book is a resource about how different
languages manipulate their numeral systems.
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The Numeral Systems of Nigerian
Languages
Amma Darko's new novel is a dramatic story of
exploitation in modern Ghana.

Mindsets in the Classroom
IDS Study
Ogadi's life always seemed to take a turn for the
worse. Born in Umuneke, a remote African village to a
drunkard father and forced to live with Onome, a
wicked stepmother, Ogadi thought life couldn't be
worse. She quickly found out how wrong she was
when she was plucked out of Umuneke and thrown
into the city. Amidst the painful feelings of bitterness,
suffering, sorrow, poverty, blackmail and joyful
celebration, the author evolves the mysteries
surrounding poor Ogadi's miserable life.

Opticks:
Experiments which in previous years were made with
ornamental plants have already afforded evidence
that the hybrids, as a rule, are not exactly
intermediate between the parental species. With
some of the more striking characters, those, for
instance, which relate to the form and size of the
leaves, the pubescence of the several parts, etc., the
intermediate, indeed, is nearly always to be seen; in
other cases, however, one of the two parental
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characters is so preponderant that it is difficult, or
quite impossible, to detect the other in the hybrid.
from 4. The Forms of the Hybrid One of the most
influential and important scientific works ever written,
the 1865 paper Experiments in Plant Hybridisation
was all but ignored in its day, and its author, Austrian
priest and scientist GREGOR JOHANN MENDEL
(18221884), died before seeing the dramatic longterm impact of his work, which was rediscovered at
the turn of the 20th century and is now considered
foundational to modern genetics. A simple, eloquent
description of his 18561863 study of the inheritance
of traits in pea plantsMendel analyzed 29,000 of
themthis is essential reading for biology students and
readers of science history. Cosimo presents this
compact edition from the 1909 translation by British
geneticist WILLIAM BATESON (18611926).

Musical Practice and Creativity
The question in the title of this book draws attention
to the shortcomings of a concept that has become a
political tool of global importance even as the
scientific basis for its use grows weaker. The concept
of desertification, it can be argued, has ceased to be
analytically useful and distorts our understanding of
social-environmental systems and their resiliency,
particularly in poor countries with variable rainfall and
persistent poverty. For better policy and governance,
we need to reconsider the scientific justification for
international attempts to combat desertification. Our
exploration of these issues begins in the Sahel of
West Africa, where a series of severe droughts at the
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end of the 20th century led to the global
institutionalization of the idea of desertification. It
now seems incontrovertible that these droughts were
not caused primarily by local land use
mismanagement, effectively terminating a longstanding policy and scientific debate. There is now an
opportunity to treat this episode as an object lesson
in the relationship between science, the formation of
public opinion and international policy-making.
Looking beyond the Sahel, the chapters in this book
provide case studies from around the world that
examine the use and relevance of the desertification
concept. Despite an increasingly sophisticated
understanding of dryland environments and societies,
the uses now being made of the desertification
concept in parts of Asia exhibit many of the
shortcomings of earlier work done in Africa. It took
scientists more than three decades to transform a
perceived desertification crisis in the Sahel into a nonevent. This book is an effort to critically examine that
experience and accelerate the learning process in
other parts of the world.

Flamingo Social Studies for Junior
Secondary Schools: For JSS 2
Eight proven principles to help you overcome your
self-doubt, conquer your fear of the future, reverse
negative thoughts about yourself, and hurdle any
other obstacles standing between you and your
dreams. But instead of letting his circumstances
control him, Dr. Carson took control of his attitude
and actions, leading to his discovery of eight
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straightforward but revolutionary principles that
helped shape his future. In You Have a Brain, Dr.
Carson unpacks the eight important parts of T.H.I.N.K.
B.I.G.—Talent, Honesty, Insight, Being Nice,
Knowledge, Books, In-Depth Learning, and God—and
presents the stories of people who demonstrated
those things in his life. Through the advice and realworld examples laid out in these pages, you will learn
how to incorporate these T.H.I.N.K. B.I.G. principles
into your own life so that you, like Dr. Carson, can
embrace an amazing future filled with incredible
success. You Have a Brain: Includes discussion
questions at the back of the book Unpacks the eight
essential parts of Thinking Big: Talent, Honesty,
Insight, Strong People Skills, Knowledge, Books, InDepth Learning, and God Is written by Dr. Ben Carson,
a world-renowned neurosurgeon, former presidential
candidate, and current Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) Teaches great life lessons
for young men and women Is the perfect gift for high
school and college graduations, birthdays, and
confirmations, and a great addition to YA book clubs
and YA study groups

Civic Education
Vengeance of the Spirit
Features twenty-one methods managers can use to
increase the effectiveness of their employees.

You Have a Brain
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Looks at African musical traditions, structures, and
instruments in their historic, social, and cultural
contexts

Flamingo Social Studies for Junior
Secondary Schools: For JSS 1
Originally published in 1974, a comprehensive history
of Nigerian Education, from early times right through
to the time of publication, had long been needed by
all concerned with Education in Nigeria, students,
teachers and educational administrators. No one was
better qualified than Professor Fafunwa to provide
such a book, and in doing so he gave due emphasis to
the beginnings of Education in its three main stages
of indigenous, Muslim and Christian Education.
Nigerian Education had been considered all too often
as a comparatively recent phenomenon, but this book
points out from the start that ‘Education is as old as
Man himself in Africa’ and that both Islam and
Christianity were comparative newcomers in the field.
A historical treatment of these three strands which
have combined to make up the modern Educational
system was vital to a clear understanding of what was
needed for the future, and most of the first half of the
book is concerned with these Educational beginnings.
The imposing of a foreign colonial system on this
framework did not always lead to a happy fusion of
the systems, and the successes and the failures are
examined in detail. There was no shortage of
documentary evidence in the form of reports and
statistics during the decades prior to publication, but
this evidence was frequently scattered and
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inaccessible to the student, so that the author’s
careful selection of key evidence and reports, often
drawn from his own personal experience, will be
invaluable for those wishing to trace the development
of Education in Nigeria up to the early 1970s. A
knowledge of the history and development of the
Nigerian Education system, of the numerous and
intensely varied personalities and beliefs which have
combined and often conflicted to shape it, is
indispensable to all students in colleges and
universities studying to become teachers. It is this
knowledge that Professor Fafunwa set out to provide,
drawing on his wide experience as teacher writer and
educationalist.

Unexpected Joy at Dawn
New Oxford secondary english course
The Housemaid
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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